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a b s t r a c t
Despite the importance of determining the effects of interletter spacing on visual-word recognition, this issue
has often been neglected in the literature. The goal of the present study is to shed some light on this topic. The
rationale is that a thin increase in interletter spacing, as in c a s i n o, may reduce lateral interference among
internal letters without destroying a word's integrity and/or allow a more precise encoding of a word's letter
positions. Here we examined whether identiﬁcation times for word stimuli in a lexical decision task were
faster when the target word had a slightly wider than default interletter spacing value relative to the default
settings (e.g., c a s i n o vs. casino). In Experiment 1, we examined whether interletter spacing interacted with
word-frequency, whereas in Experiment 2, we examined whether interletter spacing interacted with word
length. Results showed that responses to words using a thin increase in interletter spacing were faster than
the responses to words using the default settings—regardless of word-frequency and word length. Thus,
interletter spacing plays an important role at modulating the identiﬁcation of visually presented words.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

In the past decades, a great deal of research in cognitive psychology
has been devoted to studying the multiple sublexical/lexical factors that
modulate the process of visual-word recognition (e.g., word-frequency,
orthographic/phonological similarity, regularity, consistency, length,
age of acquisition, etc.; see Andrews, 2006, for review). However, little
attention has been paid on the physical features (e.g., typography) that
may inﬂuence the speed of the recognition of visually presented words
(see Moret-Tatay & Perea in press; Rayner et al. 2010; Slattery & Rayner
2010). Indeed, the featural-level analysis in the most inﬂuential models
of visual-word recognition is still based on the uppercase letter font
created by Rumelhart and Siple (1974), in which the letters are deﬁned
in a matrix [
, etc.]; see interactive activation model, McClelland &
Rumelhart, 1981; multiple read-out model, Grainger & Jacobs, 1996;
dual-route cascaded model, Coltheart, Rastle, Perry, Ziegler, & Langdon,
2001; spatial coding model, Davis 2010).
Here we focus on the role of a typographic factor such as interletter
spacing in the process of visual-word recognition (see Tracy 1987, for a
review of fonts and typography). Although current models of visualword recognition do not explicitly deal with interletter spacing, a
number of experimental phenomena suggest that this may be a relevant
factor during the process of lexical access: variations in interletter
spacing may have both beneﬁcial and detrimental effects. On the positive
side, an increase in interletter spacing (relative to the default values)
may reduce the effects of lateral masking between internal letters of a
⁎ Corresponding author at: Departamento de Metodología, Facultad de Psicología,
Av. Blasco Ibáñez, 21, 46010-Valencia, Spain. Fax: + 34 96 3864697.
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word (i.e., it may decrease the adverse effects of crowding; Bouma 1970,
1973; see also Chung et al. 2001; Chung 2002). For instance, in tasks in
which participants have to identify an internal letter, the interference
from surrounding letters is reduced by increasing interletter spacing
(e.g., Eriksen & Eriksen 1974). Furthermore, an increase in interletter
spacing may also have a beneﬁcial effect in letter position coding. A
number of models of visual-word recognition assume that there is some
degree of perceptual uncertainty associated with the position of a letter
within a word (e.g., overlap model: Gomez et al. 2008; see also spatial
coding model: Davis 2010; noisy Bayesian Reader model: Norris,
Kinoshita, & van Casteren, 2010, overlap open-bigram model: Grainger
et al. 2006, noisy letter recognition model: Chung & Legge 2009). This
implies that spacing the letters further apart would reduce the position
uncertainty parameter in these models, and hence provides a more
accurate encoding of letter position. In this light, the ubiquitous presence
of transposed-letter effects in visual-word recognition (e.g., the
transposed-letter nonword jugde is easily confusable with judge; see
O'Connor & Forster 1981; Perea et al. 2005; Whitney 2001) may be taken
as a signal that the word-processing system has difﬁculty at encoding a
word's letter positions using the default interletter spacing.
On the negative side, an increase in interletter spacing beyond some
limits may be deleterious for the process of visual-word recognition (see
Chung 2002; McLeish, 2007; Paterson & Jordan 2010; Perea & Rosa
2002): i) it may destroy the physical integrity of words (i.e., the words
will cease to be identiﬁed as objects; e.g., as in the word literature), ii) it
may affect word-form information which may be relevant in the process
of lexical access (e.g., information on word-shape information, such as
ascenders/descenders in the letters; see Perea & Rosa 2002; Yu, Park,
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Gerold, & Legge, 2010), iii) it may reduce the number of letters that can be
recognized at a glance, in particular for long words (see Chung 2002), and
iv) it may increase the distance of the letters from the center of the fovea
so that retinal acuity will be reduced (see Paterson & Jordan 2010). As
Chung (2002) indicated, “if fewer letters are contained in the visual span
due to increased letter spacing, then reading slows down” (p. 1275).
Therefore, on theoretical grounds, increasing the interletter spacing
relative to the default interletter spacing may have a positive effect in
the process of visual-word recognition (i.e., less crowding and/or more
accurate letter position coding); nonetheless, large increases in
interletter spacing may have a deleterious effect on lexical access. In
addition to the implications to models of orthographic processing, there
are practical and instructional implications. As Chung (2002) indicated,
“reading speed should improve with letter spacing, up to the critical
spacing, at which reading speed reaches its maximum” (p. 1271).
Indeed, in his classical text on the Psychology and Pedagogy of Reading,
Huey (1908/1968) reviewed very early research on the desirable
parameter settings for interletter spacing (e.g., a minimum of .5 mm)
and concluded that “any very u n u s u a l s e p a r a t i o n of the letters
should be avoided” (p. 408).
The empirical evidence concerning the effects of interletter spacing
in visual-word recognition is scarce and sometimes contradictory. In a
rapid serial visual presentation, Latham and Whitaker (1996) found
faster reading times when words were presented with a slightly wider
interletter spacing –the edge-to-edge interletter spacing equaled 1letter width– than with a standard interletter spacing. However, Latham
and Whitaker employed very short words (3-letter words) and only
four participants, which makes it difﬁcult to generalize their ﬁndings.
McLeish (2007) also reported that increasing interletter spacing (an
increase of 10% relative to the default spacing) increased reading speed
in a continuous reading task relative to the default interletter spacing.
Nonetheless, McLeish obtained these ﬁndings in a sample of young
readers (10–15 years old) with impaired vision (see also Prince 1959,
for a similar ﬁnding with low-vision readers). Thus, the generalization to
a normal-reading population is not obvious. More relevant for our
purposes is an unpublished study of Tai et al. (2009). They employed a
parametric manipulation of interletter spacing (from narrower to wider
spacing) in a continuous reading task in which the participants' eye
movements were monitored. Tai et al. found shorter ﬁxation times for
those texts presented with a slightly wider interletter spacing
(e.g.,
) relative to the default interletter spacing
(e.g.,
). More speciﬁcally, they reported that the
average ﬁxation duration of words in sentences was around 253 and
250 ms for the words presented with a +1.0 and +1.5 interletter
spacing (e.g., b r o w n and brown), respectively, whereas the average
ﬁxation duration for words presented with the default condition was
around 269 ms (e.g., brown). Tai et al. employed the interletter spacing
parameters in the same way as in MS-Word; the term “+1.0” refers to
an expanded 1.0 inter-character spacing in this application. (In passing,
the fact that one the most popular word-processing package [MS-Word]
allows the user to modify the interletter spacing in words can be used as
an indication that interletter spacing plays a relevant role during the
processing of visually presented words.)
However, other studies reported no effect of slight increases in
interletter spacing in visual-word recognition. Chung (2002), using a
rapid serial visual presentation task in which reading speed was taken as
the speed that corresponded to 80% reading accuracy, found that reading
speed in peripheral vision with a slightly wider interletter spacing (1.4
times the default spacing) was the same as the reading speed with the
default spacing (e.g.,
vs.
) — while
(unsurprisingly) it decreased slightly with large interletter spacings (2
times the default interletter spacing; as in
; see
also Yu et al. 2007, for a similar ﬁnding). However, we must keep in mind
that Chung focused on peripheral rather than on foveal vision, so that
these data may not generalize to foveal presentations. In addition, Cohen
et al. (2008) manipulated “the number of blank spaces between letters

(0, 0.75, 1.5, 2.25, or 3 spaces)” (p. 355) in a semantic categorization task
(“is it an animal?”). They failed to ﬁnd a signiﬁcant difference in response
times when the words were presented with the slightly wider interletter
spacing than when the words were presented with the default interletter
spacing (e.g.,
) and when the word had a 0.75 and 1.15 blank
spaces between letters (e.g.,
and
,
respectively). Unsurprisingly, response times were longer when the
number of blank spaces was 2.25 or 3 (e.g.,
and
). Cohen et al. (2008) indicated
that “letters separated by more than 2 spaces cannot send converging
activation to common bigram detectors, thus disrupting the parallel
encoding of letter strings” (p. 361; see also Van Overschelde & Healy
2005, for a similar reasoning).
Finally, a recent eyetracking experiment by Paterson and Jordan
(2010) examined the role of interletter spacing (default vs. wide [one
extra character] interletter spacing; e.g., “cuisine” vs.
“
”) for low- and high-frequency words embedded in
sentences. For the sentences with increased interletter spacing, Paterson
and Jordan employed a single interword spacing (e.g.,
“
”), a double interword spacing (e.g.,
“
”), or a triple interword spacing
(e.g., “
”). There was an important
reading cost when there were no cues delimiting the word boundaries —
as was the case in the increased letter spacing/single word spacing
condition (see Perea & Acha, 2009; Rayner, Fischer, & Pollatsek, 1998, for
similar ﬁndings with unspaced text). Importantly, even though the
manipulation of interletter spacing was (very likely) above the optimal
value, the ﬁrst-ﬁxation durations on the target word were remarkably
similar for the standard letter spacing/single word spacing condition
(241 ms) and for the two increased letter spacing conditions (triple
word spacing: 242 ms; double word spacing: 245 ms). Furthermore,
although gaze durations (i.e., the time spent on the target word before
leaving it) were shorter in the standard letter spacing/single word
spacing condition (284 ms) than in the increased letter spacing
conditions (triple word spacing: 347 ms; double word spacing:
392 ms), this ﬁnding was qualiﬁed by the greater percentage of ﬁrstpass regressions from the target word in the standard letter spacing/
single word spacing condition (22.5%) than in the other two conditions
(13% in both cases). Thus, even in a scenario in which the distance among
the letters was rather wide (i.e., compare cuisine vs.
), the deleterious effect of increasing interletter
spacing was relatively mild1.
Taken together, the ﬁndings from the previously cited studies, using
quite different populations and methodologies, offer some hints but they
do not allow making ﬁrm conclusions on the role of thin increases of
interletter spacing in visual-word recognition. The Tai et al. (2009)
experiment is probably the clearest evidence in favor of a beneﬁcial effect
of increasing interletter spacing on lexical access. However, only global
reading measures were obtained — and this is an unpublished study. We
believe that it is important to revisit this issue by focusing on local
measures rather than on global reading measures; this way, we can
examine whether the effect of interletter spacing is affected by lexical and
sublexical factors. Here we employ an online word identiﬁcation task, the
lexical decision task, which is quite sensitive to small effects (see Ratcliff
et al. 2004, for a model of this task). As Rayner (1998) indicated,
“researchers can have some conﬁdence that results obtained with
1
For gaze durations, Paterson and Jordan (2010) reported a signiﬁcant interaction
between interletter spacing and word-frequency: low-frequency words were more
hindered by increases of interletter spacing than high-frequency words. This was
interpreted as an indication that interletter spacing affected the stage of visual
identiﬁcation — using Sternberg's additive-factor logic. However, this interaction was
essentially due to the inclusion of the Increased interletter spacing/single interword
spacing in the analyses (i.e., a condition in which the WORD boundaries are not delimited;
e.g., “
”; see Table 2
in Paterson & Jordan, 2010); indeed, the Interletter spacing× Word-frequency interaction
is not close to signiﬁcance when this condition is excluded.
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standard naming and lexical decision tasks generalize to word recognition
processes while reading” (p. 392) (e.g., see Acha & Perea 2008b; Davis
et al. 2009; Johnson, Perea, & Rayner, 2007; Perea & Pollatsek 1998, for a
few instances). Furthermore, single-word identiﬁcation tasks provide
ecologically valid information (e.g., when we process sign roads, the name
of bus/subway stations, names of products/stores, etc). (We discuss the
generalization of the present ﬁndings to a “normal silent reading”
situation in the General Discussion.)
In summary, we examined whether identiﬁcation times for words in
a lexical decision task were affected by interletter spacing. On
theoretical grounds, a thin increase in interletter spacing may reduce
lateral interference among letters and/or allow a more precise encoding
of a word's letter position without destroying critical whole-word
information. (Note that the crowding account and the location
uncertainty account and are not mutually exclusive, and the present
experiments were not designed to distinguish between these two
proposals) In the present experiments, we employed two interletter
spacing conditions: i) words were presented with default interletter
spacing, and ii) words were presented with a thin increase in interletter
spacing (+1.2 pt; i.e., compare c a s i n o vs. casino) — note that this value
is similar to that employed by Tai et al. (2009).
The study of the effects of the interletter spacing has another
implication for models of visual-word recognition. Many models make a
distinction between what is termed lexical vs. sub-lexical components.
Rumelhart and Siple (1974), for example, assumed that there is a
combination of the sensory information (sub-lexical) and the internal
representations about language (lexical) in the process of visual-word
recognition. More recently, Ratcliff et al. (2004) accounted for lexical
decision task data with a model with separate encoding time parameter
(sub-lexical: Ter), and decisional information (lexical: drift rate). To test
whether the effect of interletter spacing affects lexical and/or sublexical
factors, we examined whether interletter spacing interacted with wordfrequency (i.e., a lexical effect; Experiment 1) and with word length (i.e.,
a sublexical effect; Experiment 2). The underlying idea of behind the
manipulation of word-frequency is the following: if we assume a
discrete stage model of performance in which the subprocesses are
identiﬁed as successive temporal stages, then manipulations that affect
different processing stages would produce additive effects, whereas
manipulations that affect the same processing stage would produce an
interaction (Sternberg 1969; see also Posner 2005, for a recent review of
the additive-factor logic). Word-frequency is a lexical factor which
affects the word-identiﬁcation stage. Thus, if the effect of interletter
spacing occurs at a very early encoding level (e.g., if increases in
interletter spacing may produce an advantage at encoding letter
positions and/or at encoding letter identities) rather than at a wordidentiﬁcation stage, its effect should be similar in magnitude for lowand high-frequency words. Alternatively, if a small increase of
interletter spacing affects the stage of word identiﬁcation, the two
factors should interact. In Experiment 1, we used short ﬁve-letter words
so that words with an increased interletter spacing could be readily
perceived in glance (e.g., compare c a n a l with canal).
In Experiment 2, we employed 5- vs. 8- letter words. The rationale of
the manipulation of a sublexical factor such as word-length is slightly
different from that of word-frequency because, unlike word-frequency,
word-length does not have an appreciable effect on word recognition
with adult skilled readers (at least in the range of 5–8 letters; e.g., see
Acha & Perea 2008a). The logic here is that an increase in interletter
spacing in long stimuli (e.g., compare f est i va l with festival) may lead to
a decline in the number of letters that can be recognized at a glance, in
particular (i.e., the visual span; see Chung 2002) and/or to a decline in the
retinal acuity (i.e., letters may more difﬁcult to perceive the further they
are from the ﬁxation point; see New et al., 2007). Therefore, a wider
interletter spacing effect may lead to a beneﬁt for short ﬁve-letter words,
but it may have a null (or even detrimental) effect for the longer words.
The stimuli in the present experiments were presented in a highly
popular font: Times New Roman. This font has been used as a default
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in multiple computer applications and written newspapers — note
that it is the recommended choice by the American Psychological
Association when submitting manuscripts for publication. Finally,
given that the effects of thin increases of interletter spacing may be
small in magnitude, we included a large number of words per spacing
condition (80 in Experiment 1 and 160 in Experiment 2).
1. Experiment 1 (word-frequency and interletter spacing)
1.1. Method
1.1.1. Participants
Thirty-eight students from the University of Valencia participated
voluntarily in the experiment. All of them either had normal or
corrected-to-normal vision and were native speakers of Spanish.
None of them reported having any reading disability.
1.1.2. Materials
We selected a set of 160 words of ﬁve letters from the Spanish
database (Davis & Perea 2005). Eighty of these words were of lowfrequency (mean: 3.1 per million, range: 0.36–6.96) and the other
eighty words were of high-frequency (mean: 48.2 per million, range:
10.0–383.6). Factors like bigram frequency, N, and syllable frequency of
the initial syllable were controlled (mean log bigram frequency: 2.70 in
the two groups; Coltheart's N: 4.3 and 4.2 for low- and high-frequency
words respectively; mean syllable frequency: 861 and 866 per million,
for low- and high-frequency words). For the purposes of the lexical
decision task, 120 pronounceable nonwords of ﬁve letters were created
by changing two/three letters from Spanish words other than the ones
in the experimental set. The mean log bigram frequency (mean: 2.7) and
N (mean: 3.9) were similar as those for word stimuli. Word and
nonword stimuli were counterbalanced across two experimental lists so
that if a letter-string was presented in the default interletter spacing in
the ﬁrst list, it would be presented in a slightly wider interletter spacing
in the second list. Stimuli were presented in 14-pt Times New Roman
either with the default spacing or with a +1.2 interletter spacing (e.g.,
compare c a n a l with canal) in MS-Word.
1.1.3. Procedure
Participants were tested individually in a quiet room. Presentation of
the stimuli and recording of response times were controlled by DMDX
(Forster & Forster 2003). On each trial, a ﬁxation point (“+”) was
presented at the center of the screen for 500 ms. Then, the target
stimulus was presented in lowercase and remained on the screen until
the participant's response — or until 2500 ms had elapsed. Participants
were instructed to press one of two buttons on the keyboard to indicate
whether the letter string was a Spanish word or not. This decision was to
be made as rapidly and as accurately as possible. Reaction times were
measured from the onset of the letter string until the participant's
response. Each participant received a different random order of stimuli.
Each participant received a total of 24 practice trials prior to the
experimental phase. The session lasted approximately 18 min.
1.2. Results and discussion
Incorrect responses and reaction times less than 250 ms or greater
than 1500 ms (less than 0.5%) were excluded from the latency
analysis. The mean latencies for correct responses and error rates are
presented in Table 1. For word stimuli, ANOVAs based on the
participant and item response latencies and error percentage were
conducted based on a 2 (word-frequency: low, high) × 2 (spacing:
default, slightly wider) × 2 (list: list 1, list 2) design. For nonword
stimuli, ANOVAs based on the participant and item response latencies
and error percentage were conducted based on a 2 (spacing: default,
slightly wider) × 2 (list: list 1, list 2) design. List was included as a
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Table 1
Mean lexical decision times (in ms) and percentage of errors (in parentheses) for words
and pseudowords in Experiment 1.

Normal spacing
Wide spacing

Low-frequency

High-frequency

642 (9.9)
620 (10.5)

577 (2.2)
562 (1.6)

Note: The mean RT and error percent for pseudowords were 695 ms (7.0%) and 700 ms
(8.3%) for the default and slightly wider interletter spacing conditions, respectively.

dummy factor to remove the variance associated with the counterbalancing lists (Pollatsek & Well 1995).
1.2.1. Word targets
The ANOVA on the latency data showed that high-frequency words
were responded to more rapidly than low-frequency words, F1(1,36) =
73.67, MSE = 1926.5, p b .001; F2(1,156) = 74.99, MSE = 4954.6,
p b .001. More importantly, words with a slightly wider interletter
spacing were responded to faster than words with the default interletter
spacing, F1(1,36) = 4.20, MSE = 2723.1, p b .05; F2(1,156) = 23.04,
MSE= 1454.6, p b .001. The interaction between the two factors did
not approach signiﬁcance (both psN 20).
The ANOVA on the error data only showed that participants
committed more errors to low-frequency words than to high-frequency
words, F1(1,36) = 80.80, MSE = 33.6, p b .001, F2(1,156) = 32.25,
MSE= 149.47, p b .001. The other effects were not signiﬁcant (all Fs b 1).
1.2.2. Nonword targets
The ANOVA on the latency data failed to show an effect of
interletter spacing (both Fs b 1). The ANOVA on the error data only
showed that participants committed 1.3% more errors to nonwords
presented with a slightly wider interletter spacing than to nonwords
with the default interletter spacing, F1(1,36) = 6.61, MSE = 4.69,
pb.02, F2(1,155) = 3.37, MSE = 32.27, p = .068.
The results of the present experiment are clear. First, leaving aside the
ubiquitous word-frequency effect, we found faster response times
(around 18 ms) for the words presented with a slightly wider interletter
spacing (e.g., c a n a l) than for the words presented in the default
interletter spacing (canal). That is, interletter spacing seems to be a
relevant factor to take into account in visual-word recognition
experiments. Second, the magnitude of the effect of spacing was similar
for low- and for high-frequency words (22 vs. 15 ms).2 Third, the effect
of interletter spacing was absent for pseudowords in the latency analysis,
while there was a very small (1.3%) detrimental effect in the error data.
The questions now are: i) whether the effect of interletter spacing
obtained in Experiment 1 can be replicated with a different sample of
items, and ii) whether the effect of interletter spacing is modulated by
word-length. To that end, we selected a set of 160 ﬁve-letter words (e.g.,
c a n a l vs. canal) and 160 eight-letter words (e.g., f e s t i v a l vs. festival).
The issue here is whether, for the eight-letter words, the positive effects
of an increase in interletter spacing (e.g., less lateral inhibition and/or
more accurate letter position coding) may be cancelled out by the
potentially detrimental effects of interletter spacing (i.e., the ﬁxation
point will be slightly farther away from the letters). It is important to
2

Even though the interaction between interletter spacing and word-frequency did
not approach signiﬁcance, the magnitude of the effect of interletter spacing was
numerically smaller for high-frequency words (15 ms) than for low-frequency words
(22 ms). Nonetheless, note that there was a small (− 0.6%), nonsigniﬁcant detrimental
effect for the low-frequency words –post hoc analyses failed to ﬁnd any signs of a
speed-accuracy trade-off in this condition though. In addition, to re-examine whether
the effect of interletter spacing could be reduced for high-frequency words, we
conducted an additional lexical decision experiment with a new set of short (4- and 6letter long) high-frequency words (mean word frequency: 58 per million). We found a
signiﬁcant 33-ms advantage for the words presented in the slightly wider interletter
spacing condition than in the default interletter spacing condition. Thus, the effect of
interletter spacing is a reliable ﬁnding for high frequency words.

note here that, for skilled readers, the number of letters in lexical
decision experiments has a detrimental effect in the recognition of
nonwords, but not of words (e.g., see Acha & Perea 2008a).
2. Experiment 2 (word-length and spacing)
2.1. Method
2.1.1. Participants
Sixteen students from the University of Valencia participated
voluntarily in the experiment. All of them either had normal or
corrected-to-normal vision and were native speakers of Spanish. None
of them reported having any reading disability.
2.1.2. Materials
We selected a set of 320 words from the Spanish database (Davis &
Perea 2005). One-hundred and sixty of these words were of ﬁve letters
and the other One-hundred and sixty words were of eight letters.
Factors like word-frequency (mean word-frequency per million: 37.6
and 36.3 for the 5-letter and 8-letter words, respectively) and N (mean
0.55 and 0.41 for the 5-letter and 8-letter words, respectively) were
controlled. For the purposes of the lexical decision task, 320 nonword
targets were created (160 of ﬁve letters and 160 of eight letters). The
mean number of neighbors (Coltheart's N: 0.34) was similar to that for
words. Word and nonword stimuli were counterbalanced across two
experimental sets of materials so that if a letter-string was presented in
the default interletter spacing in the ﬁrst set, it would be presented in a
slightly wider interletter spacing in the second set.
2.1.3. Procedure
It was the same as in Experiment 1. That is, stimuli were presented
in 14-pt Times New Roman, and the condition with a slightly wider
interletter spacing had a +1.2 interletter spacing (e.g., h o t e l vs.
hotel; f e s t i v a l vs. festival).
2.2. Results and discussion
Incorrect responses and reaction times less than 250 ms or greater
than 1500 ms (less than 1%) were excluded from the latency analysis.
The mean latencies for correct responses and error rates are presented in
Table 2. For word and nonword targets, ANOVAs based on the
participant and item response latencies and error percentage were
conducted with a 2 (length: 5 letters, 8 letters) × 2 (spacing: default,
slightly wider) × 2 (list: list 1, list 2) design.
2.2.1. Word targets
The ANOVA on the latency data showed words with a slightly wider
interletter spacing were responded to 36 ms faster than the words with
the default interletter spacing, thus replicating the ﬁndings from
Experiment 1, F1(1,14) = 11.06, MSE= 1853.1, p b .005; F2(1,316) =
93.38, MSE= 2250.4, p b .001. Neither the effect of length nor the
interaction between the two factors approached signiﬁcance (all Fs b 1).
The ANOVA on the error data only showed that participants
committed more errors to words with standard interletter spacing than
Table 2
Mean lexical decision times (in ms) and percentage of errors (in parentheses) for words
and pseudowords in Experiment 2.
5-letter stimuli

8-letter stimuli

Words
Normal spacing
Wide spacing

599 (5.5)
561 (4.5)

604 (5.3)
570 (3.7)

Pseudowords
Normal spacing
Wide spacing

603 (3.6)
602 (3.7)

659 (3.2)
680 (4.2)
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to words with a slightly wider interletter spacing, although the effect did
not reach signiﬁcance in the analysis by subjects, F1(1,14) =3.43,
MSE=8.73, p =.085; F2(1,316)= 5.56, MSE= 53.83, pb .02.
2.2.2. Nonword targets
The ANOVA on the latency showed that responses to eight-letter
nonwords took longer than the responses to ﬁve-letter nonwords, F1
(1,14) = 12.57, MSE = 5667.4, p b .001; F2(1,316) = 105.34,
MSE = 6444.0, p b .001, and that response times to nonwords with a
wide interletter spacing were longer to the responses to nonwords
with the default interletter spacing, F1(1,14) = 5.92, MSE = 256.4,
p b .03; F2(1,316) = 6.36, MSE = 3508.3, p b .015. The interaction
between the two factors was signiﬁcant, F1(1,14) = 13.82,
MSE = 151.5, p b .003; F2(1,316) = 5.60, MSE = 3508.3, p b .02: the
detrimental effect of interletter spacing occurred for 8-letter nonwords, F1(1,14) = 13.21, MSE = 271.6, pb.003; F2(1,158) = 10.45,
MSE = 4010.4, pb.002, but not for 5-letter nonwords (both Fs b 1).
The ANOVA on the error data did not reveal any signiﬁcant effects
(all Fs b 1).
The results of the present experiment replicated the main ﬁnding
of Experiment 1: lexical decision times for words were faster when
there was a slight increase in interletter spacing –relative to the
default setting. Furthermore, this effect occurred to a similar degree
for short and for long words. As usual, there were no signs of an effect
of length for the word stimuli (e.g., Acha & Perea 2008a).
For nonwords, we found a detrimental effect of number of letters:
the recognition of longer nonwords took longer than the recognition
of shorter nonwords (e.g., see Acha & Perea 2008a, for a similar
ﬁnding). Furthermore, for short nonwords, we did not ﬁnd an effect of
interletter spacing in the latency data –thus replicating the ﬁndings of
Experiment 1. But one remarkable ﬁnding here is that we found a
detrimental effect of interletter spacing for the long nonwords. (We
discuss this ﬁnding in the General Discussion.)
3. General discussion
We conducted two lexical decision experiments that examined the
role of interletter spacing in visual-word recognition. The main
ﬁndings can be summarized as follows. First, identiﬁcation times were
shorter for words presented with a slightly wider interletter spacing
than for the words presented with the default interletter spacing (i.e.,
c a n a l being recognized faster than c a n a l). Second, for word stimuli,
the effect of interletter spacing was independent of word-frequency
(Experiment 1) and word length (Experiment 2). Third, for nonword
stimuli, we found a detrimental effect of interletter spacing in the
latency data for the longer, but not for shorter items. Fourth, although
the effects of spacing on response times are remarkably consistent,
they were absent in the accuracy data, although in Experiment 1, for
nonword targets, there was a small (1.3%) detrimental effect. As we
discuss below, these ﬁndings have important implications from a
theoretical point of view and from an applied perspective.
The present data are consistent with the results reported by Latham
and Whitaker (1996), McLeish (2007), and Tai et al. (2009), who also
found some facilitative effects of a slight increase of interletter spacing
in other paradigms and populations — relative to the default spacing.
At ﬁrst glance, the present ﬁndings may seem at odds with the null
effect of interletter spacing on response times reported by Cohen et al.
(2008). However, the interletter spacings employed by Cohen et al.
were probably wider than the “optimal” interletter value. Note that
even the “slightly wider” interletter spacing condition employed by
Cohen et al. (2008); e.g.,
) was substantially larger
than those used by Tai et al. (2009); e.g.,
) or in the present
experiments (e.g., c a n a l). In fairness to Cohen et al., the aim of their
study was to produce “stimulus degradation by letter spacing” rather
than examining potential beneﬁts of interletter spacing on lexical
access.
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As indicated in the Introduction, a factor such as interletter spacing
may have both a positive and a deleterious effect in the processing of
visually presented words. On the positive side, increases in interletter
spacing, as in canal, produce a reduction in lateral inhibition (i.e., less
crowding effects; see Chung 2002) relative to the default spacing, and
they may also allow a more precise stage of letter position coding (i.e.,
less perceptual uncertainty, Davis 2010; Gomez et al. 2008). (Disentangling the potential role of these non-exclusive accounts would go
beyond the scope of the present study.) On the negative side, an increase
of interletter spacing beyond a certain limit may not only hinder a
word's physical integrity, but also the distance of the letters from the
center of the fovea so that retinal acuity is reduced. In the present
experiments, the manipulation was quite subtle for word stimuli (e.g.,
compare c a n a l vs. canal) so that the potential beneﬁts (less crowding
and/or less perceptual uncertainty may lead to advantage at encoding
letter identities and/or at encoding letter positions) overcame the
potential disadvantages of increasing interletter spacing.
One important aspect of the present experiments is that we
examined whether the effect of interletter spacing was modulated by
lexical and sublexical factors. Using Sternberg (1969) additive factor
logic (see also Posner, 2005), if the facilitative effect of interletter
spacing occurs at an early perceptual stage, its impact should not be
modulated by a lexical factor such as word-frequency. This is actually
what occurred in Experiment 1: the effect of interletter spacing was
similar for high- and low-frequency words. A more complex issue is
the relationship between interletter spacing and a sublexical effect
such as word length, which was examined in Experiment 2. As usual,
the effect of length was absent for word stimuli (see Acha & Perea
2008a). This implies that word units of different lengths are tuned to
settle at approximately the same time in adult skilled readers. Under
these conditions, the effect of interletter spacing was similar in size for
short words and for long words. Thus, despite the fact that the word
processing system is forced to work across a wider spatial area, in
particular for long words (e.g., compare f e s t i v a l vs. festival), there is
a similar beneﬁt from a thin increase of interletter spacing — relative
to the default settings. For pseudowords, we found the usual length
effect (i.e., slower responses for long than for short pseudowords; see
Acha & Perea 2008a, for a similar ﬁnding). Importantly, this length
effect was accompanied by a detrimental effect of interletter spacing
which was restricted for long pseudowords (a 21-ms effect). As an
anonymous reviewer suggested, this latter ﬁnding is consistent with
the view that response times to pseudowords may depend on how
long it takes for all phonemes to settle individually. More letters imply
that more phonemes must settle independently; therefore serial
processing in the phonological route implies longer reaction times for
pseudowords, as actually occurs. Presumably, the disadvantages due
to this serial process across a slightly wide spatial area were more
than the advantages of the increase of interletter spacing. In contrast,
for shorter nonwords, these two opposite processes may have
counteracted, resulting in no overall beneﬁt/cost of increased
interletter spacing — as actually occurred in Experiments 1–2.
In short, we believe that the lack of a word-frequency by spacing
interaction reﬂects that the inter-letter spacing effect occurs at an
early, pre-lexical level. On the other hand, the lack of interaction with
word length for words once again shows that letter length (at least
within the range of 5–8 letters) is not a factor that affects word
identiﬁcation. Importantly, even if the locus of interletter spacing is at
an early processing stage, the advantage of a thin increase in
interletter spacing may be useful for further processing. Within the
context of the diffusion model of the lexical decision task (Ratcliff et
al. 2004), there is a distinction between the encoding processes (the
Ter parameter in the model) and the quality of the information driving
the decisional process (the drift rate parameter). Importantly,
changes in encoding time produce shifts in the RT distributions,
while changes in the quality of the perceptual information produce
larger effects in the tail than in the leading-edge of the RT
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distributions (e.g., see Gomez, Ratcliff, & Perea, 2007). An analysis of
the RT distributions word stimuli from Experiments 1–2 (averaging
across conditions) suggest that the beneﬁcial effect of interletter
spacing on word processing is in the quality of the perceptual
information. This is so because the effect of interletter spacing for
word stimuli is 2, 8, 18, 26, and 34 ms for the .1 , .3, .5, .7 ,.9 quantiles,
respectively, in Experiment 1, and 17, 23, 34, 42, and 56 ms for the .1 ,
.3, .5, .7 ,.9 quantiles, respectively, in Experiment 2. That is, the effect of
interletter spacing on word stimuli grows as a function of the
quantiles. This suggests that the effect of interletter spacing is not
merely an encoding phenomenon: its impact carries over further
down the word-processing stream.3 What about the deleterious effect
of interletter spacing on long nonwords found in Experiment 2? The
effect of interletter spacing was − 20, −25, −12, −33, and − 25 ms
for the .1 , .3, .5, .7 ,.9 quantiles. That is, the effect of interletter spacing
for long nonwords was approximately the same at each quantile: it
involved a shift in the entire RT distribution. (Not surprisingly, there
were no signs of an effect of interletter spacing for the short
pseudowords: the effect of interletter spacing in Experiment 2 was
−3, −2, −1, −4, and − 2 ms for the .1 , .3, .5, .7 ,.9 quantiles,
respectively.) Taken together, the RT distributional analyses suggests
that the beneﬁcial effect of interletter position encoding on word
processing affects the quality of information (drift rate in a diffusion
model), while the detrimental effect of interletter position coding on
(long) nonwords seems to be due to encoding processes (Ter in a
diffusion model).
The implications of the present experiments are not just
theoretical. In the new digital era, computer software companies
have a particular interest in creating optimal readable/legible fonts
and text parameters that may produce faster reading times when
reading on a computer screen (see Larson 2006). The presence of
faster identiﬁcation times to word stimuli when presented with a
slightly wider interletter spacing than when presented using default
interletter value strongly suggests that the “default” interletter
settings may not be the optimal one. We must bear in mind that the
“default” interletter spacing has been set by the publishing companies
with no previous (published) empirical work on its impact on reading
speed (see McLeish 2007): it would be a quite a fortunate coincidence
if the “default” interletter spacing value were the optimal. Determining the optimal values for the interletter spacing is a goal of
researchers investigating visual-word recognition and reading (see
Rayner et al. 2010). We acknowledge that more research is needed to
examine in greater detail the optimal interletter value using a large set
of interletter spacing conditions. This would require a large set of
items/condition to obtain enough experimental power given that the
small variations in interletter spacing may produce tiny effects –note
that these optimal values may also depend on other text parameters
such as print size and, furthermore, individual differences cannot be
excluded4.
The present study has demonstrated that interletter spacing plays an
important role in the recognition of visually presented words. The
identiﬁcation of single words provides ecologically valid information–
i.e., when we process sign roads, the name of bus/subway stations,
3
Within the diffusion model framework, at high accuracy levels, small changes in
the quality of the perceptual information produce changes in the RT distribution, and
negligible changes in accuracy. This is consistent with the robust signiﬁcant effects in
RT, and the null effects in accuracy.
4
In a previous study, McLeish (2007) noted that there was a large amount of
individual differences when manipulating interletter spacing. In a post hoc analysis,
McLeish indicated that “readers with slow reading speeds have the most to gain from
the beneﬁts of increased letter spacing” (p. 141). Indeed, the apparent divergence
across the effect of interletter spacing for word stimuli in Experiments 1 and 2 (18 and
36 ms, respectively) suggests that individual differences may modulate the effects of
interletter spacing. (Note that the replication of Experiment 1, with a new set of items,
showed a 33-ms effect). Thus, one relevant issue for further research is to manipulate
interletter spacing in samples of lower-reading individuals and higher-reading
individuals.

names of products/stores, etc. Nonetheless, we believe that it is
important to examine whether the effects of interletter spacing also
apply to normal silent reading. The point here is that in a normal reading
situation, the advantages of a slight increase in the interletter spacing
(i.e., a reduction in lateral interference and/or a more accurate letter
position coding) may be cancelled out by the decrease in acuity when
the words with a wider interletter spacing were processed in the
parafovea (i.e., a component which is absent in a single-word
identiﬁcation task). In an unpublished study using global reading
measures, Tai et al. (2009) found faster ﬁxation times and longer
saccades when the interletter spacing in the text was slightly wider than
the default spacing — consistent with the data presented here. However,
the overall reading speed in the Tai et al. experiment was not affected by
a small increase of interletter spacing. In addition, Paterson and Jordan
(2010) found a detrimental effect of interletter spacing on the total
reading times. Nonetheless, as indicated in the Introduction, the
interletter spacing employed in the Paterson and Jordan experiment
was rather large (one extra space between letters; e.g., as
in “
”), and, as
Paterson and Jordan acknowledged, this manipulation could have
disrupted the visual integrity of the words. Clearly, more research is
needed to assess how small variations in interletter spacing affect silent
normal reading —using both global and local measures (e.g., using a
moderate increase [around +1.5] in interletter spacing, as in “t h e
g r e a t c u i s i n e”, the default settings would be “the great cuisine”).
In sum, the present experiments have demonstrated that small
variations of interletter spacing produce an impact on word
identiﬁcation times —presumably via an increase in the “quality of
information”. More research is needed to examine in greater detail the
optimal interletter spacing values using a large set of spacing
conditions both at the single-word identiﬁcation level and at the
sentence reading level. Importantly, these experiments should not
just be conducted on a normal adult population, but also on other
populations, such as beginning readers (see Woods et al. 2005) or
individuals with visual impairment (McLeish 2007). In this light, the
American Foundation for the Blind (2010) suggests that “spacing
between letters should be wide”, however, they offered no value of
how wide interletter spacing should be. Clearly, more attention
should be paid to systematically controlled studies on typographic
factors in the psychological community.
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